
Who is responsible to implement CUI?

CUI as implemented by 32CFR2002 (September 14, 2016) is a government policy that applies 

to federal departments and agencies. This establishes the policy for designating, handling, and 

decontrolling information that qualifies as CUI. It is expected, however, that the federal government 

will require similar controls to parties that share sensitive information through contracts, 

memorandums of understanding, or acquisition rules. The expectation is that they will require all 

parties with whom they share to follow NIST Special Publication 800-171, Protecting Controlled 

Unclassified Information in Nonfederal Information Systems and Organizations.

The CUI office has differentiated when NIST SP 800-171 would apply to contracts. The key to 

this question is whether the contractor is developing a product that contains CUI or if they are 

developing a system that processes, stores, or handles CUI. NIST SP 800-171 only addresses the 

confidentiality of CUI which is important to all users of CUI, ensuring that the CUI is not shared 

inappropriately. In developing systems that process, store or handle CUI, the system also must 

ensure the availability and integrity of the information as well as its confidentiality. In these cases, 

the government may establish additional controls through the contracting process. 

How will I know what markings to use?

As with classified information, the government will be the party that designates the protection 

level of the information. The registry will then explain the basis of the sensitivity. The CUI Marking 

Handbook Rev 1.1 and the markings listed in the registry will assist in marking. It is expected that 

unless the information is in a classified document few agencies will require portion marking. This 

will leave the banner marking, which includes three elements: “Controlled” or CUI, the category or 
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subcategory, and limited dissemination markings. All CUI must also have a designation indicator 

that identifies who has designated the information as CUI. 

The largest division of CUI is between CUI Basic (87 different categories and subcategories) and CUI 

Specified (39 different categories and subcategories). The category and subcategory markings are 

mandatory for CUI specified and are found in the registry; it is important to note that all specified 

categories must be listed in alphabetical order. The CUI Basic categories are only required if the 

agencies add this requirement as part of their policy. The last part of the banner marking is the 

limited dissemination marking. This includes: NOFORN, FEDONLY, FEDCON, NOCON, DL ONLY, 

REL TO (designator), and DISPLAY. Only Designating Agencies can establish the use of limited 

dissemination marking and must approve others to use the marking.   

What do I need to know about someone before I share CUI?

The goal is to share to all who need the information but not indiscriminately. An authorized holder, 

anyone who has the information validly, is permitted to use their judgement on whether the sharing 

furthers a lawful government purpose. The two ways that the government can change this basic rule 

is through limited dissemination marking or through a dissemination provision of the specified CUI 

authority. 

The limited dissemination markings include: NOFORN, FEDONLY, FEDCON, NOCON, DL ONLY, 

REL TO (designator), and DISPLAY. In order to comply with these markings the authorized holder 

must know the citizenship (for NOFORN, REL TO (designator), or DISPLAY) and the employer (for 

FEDONLY, FEDCON, NOCON). The most specific of these markings is DL ONLY which requires 

knowledge that the individual is on a given designated list. 

Specified CUI has been specified because it requires either specialized safeguarding or specialized 

dissemination rules based on the authority which established it as CUI.  It is critical to read the rules 

for handling specified CUI since there are CUI that may require formal training, a more thorough 

need to know evaluation, registered individuals, or other constraints in sharing this material.

How many different types of CUI are there?  

There are a lot of different ways to count. The registry contains 315 control citations, which means 

that there are 315 statutes, regulations, or policies that require safeguarding or dissemination rules 

on unclassified data. One hundred and six of these rules establish sanctions for improper handling 

of CUI. The registry has combined these different rules into 23 categories and 84 subcategories. 

Based on this there are 126 different types of CUI. Each of these are based on a statute, regulation, 

or Government-wide policy. In 87 of these, the policies are broad enough to allow for the use of 

CUI Basic with standard rules for safeguarding and disseminating. In 39 cases, the authority requires 

specific safeguarding or dissemination that is unique to that type of information. In 24 cases, a 
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given category or subcategory contains some information that can be treated as Basic and other 

information that must be treated as Specified. 

How does this impact Privacy Information?

In the registry, the privacy category states that it “refers to personal information, or, in some cases, 

“personally identifiable information,” as defined in OMB M-07-16, or “means of identification” as 

defined in 18 USC 1028(d)(7).” There are 60 statutes, regulations or Government-wide policies that 

require safeguarding or dissemination rules on privacy information, 50 of which can be handled 

under CUI Basic. Ten citations require specified handling.  

It should be noted that all of these rules existed prior to CUI, so the specified requirements were 

already in place. The biggest change for privacy information is in the CUI Basic areas of Marking 

which had generally not been a requirement. 

About TITUS

TITUS solutions enable organizations to discover, classify, protect and confidently share information, 

and meet regulatory compliance requirements by identifying and securing unstructured data. TITUS 

products enhance data loss prevention by classifying and protecting sensitive information in emails, 

documents and other file types – on the desktop, on mobile devices, and in the Cloud. TITUS 

solutions are trusted by millions of users in over 120 countries around the world. Our customers 

include Dell, Provident Bank, Dow Corning, Safran Morpho, United States Air Force, NATO, Pratt 

and Whitney, Canadian Department of National Defence, Australian Department of Defence, and 

the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs.

About PKH Enterprises

The team at PKH uses its legal, policy, and technical expertise to help clients improve performance, 

develop innovative solutions to complex problems, and implement new technologies. They work 

with clients to navigate tight timelines and small budgets; leverage government processes and 

best management practices; build support for initiatives; develop policy solutions; and implement 

measurable, mission-focused action plans. For more information, visit www.pkhenterprises.com. 


